
Further information and registration at: 

ANDRAX
Consulting & Training
c/o Klaus F. Scheler
Melm 9 • 96328 Küps

Klaus F. Scheler
Mobil: 0160-735 92 66
EMail: info@andrax.org

Oxana Stammeier
Mobil: 0176-849 377 02
EMail: stammeier@andrax.org

Dates ...

... You can find dates for course starts and course
schedules on our homepage under “Termine”. 

www.andrax.org

What is ANDRAX?
In Germany a new immigration law has existed
since 1.1.2005.
At the beginning of this new regulation, andrax
got a new permission to conduct integration
courses and is now by the Federal Office for
Migration and Refugees an authorized provider,
who is specialized in the implementation of
German courses in the range of integration. 

In a quiet and personal learning atmosphere, we
impart the necessary knowledge to obtain vario-
us certificates. All our seminars and courses use
modern pedagogical methods. 

Our Motto:
Talk to each other – learn from each other. 

Preparation for 
the examination for languages 
for specific purposes in medicine 

TELC-PRÜFUNGSZENTRUM
proved institution for exams for medical professions

Our prices:

General integration course / literacy course /
youth courses 

B2-C1 medicine (telc)

1,95 € per teaching unit (UE) for self-payers
If exempt, the lessons cost nothing
Duration: General integration course: 700 UE

Literacy course 1000UE
Youth course 1000 UE

Examination: German test for immigrants (DTZ) 110,- €

Integration courses

5,50 € per teaching unit 
Duration: 3 months (=150 UE) 825,- €
Exam: telc Deutsch B2 135,- €

telc Deutsch B2

6,- € per teaching unit
Duration: 6 weeks (= 90 UE) 540,- €

6 weeks (= 150 UE) 900,- €
Exam: B2-C1 Medizin (telc) 165,- €

Doc-Academy

6,- € per teaching unit
Duration: 6 weeks (=120 UE) 720,- €
Exam: C1 Hochschule (telc) 165,- €

C1 University

language examination for specific purposes 
(preparation)
6,- € per teaching unit 
Duration: 6 weeks (= 80 UE) 600,- €

6 weeks (= 150 UE) 900,- €

B1-B2 nursing telc
5,50 € per teaching unit 
Duration: 8 weeks (= 120 UE) 660,- €

8 weeks (= 200 UE) 1000,- €
Exam: B1-B2 Pflege (telc) 135,- €



Preparation courses for the 
examination for languages for specific

purposes – medicine 
Without an examination for languages for specific purposes, no
job! For some time, the medical association of the Federal states
of Germany “Bundesrepublik Deutschland” insists on the so 
called, Fachsprachenprüfung (Examination for languages for 
specific purposes). This examination serves to declare/to assess
the technical and linguistic competence of the foreign physicians.
The exam takes one hour and costs between 300,-€ – 500,-€.
Although the procedure of examinations differs slightly between
the Federal states of Germany “Bundesrepublik Deutschland”,
the following procedure is valid
· detailed anamnesis (20 minutes) 
· fill out anamnesis questionnaire 
or a short doctors record (20 minutes)

· doctor to doctor consultation. Presentation of the patient
with interposed question of the examiner (20 minutes). 

In a four-week preparatory course for the exam, we simulate up
to 40 cases and discuss them in detail. The participants will learn
questioning techniques, structuring of the notes, coherent dialog
as well as professional presentation. Added to this is the training
of the terminology (Latin/German – German/Latin) in the
group. Furthermore, contemporary medical-academic texts are
written. Where necessary we can clarify and correct grammatical
deficits. The aim of this crash course is to acquire competence in
special language usage, to pass the exam convincingly and with
confidence. As a condition for this preparatory course you should
have at least B2 level.

Idyllically located in the forest near Wirsberg, our language school
not only offers rooms for teaching but also rooms for living.
Isolated and in a quiet atmosphere you can learn, discuss and
arrange your leisure time here. In the “Schorgasttal” we offer a
place for international encounters and the exchange of knowledge.
Examination preparations for the exam of physicians, exams of
nurses and exams of future university students will take place
here. 

The lessons

International language school
WIRSBERG

In two classrooms, up to 14 participants per class are taught in
parallel. In a large exam room, up to 20 people can be audited
simultaneously. Preparatory courses that have been specially 
tailored to the respective exam provide participants with optimal
conditions for passing their exams. As a telc licenced test centre we
have the necessary know-how and the right materials. Trained 
teachers and auditors, who are licenced by the Federal Office for
Migration and Refugees, perform excellent work in the house.
This means preparation and exam take place in the same location.
The price for one lesson is 6,- € for physicians and 5,50 € for
nurses. 

The living

Close to the language school there are about 50 single rooms
available. Because of this the participants of the preparation
courses focus on learning without a stressful arrival and 
departure or flat hunting. The foreign physicians, nurses 
and students can communicate with each other in the further
professional language German and besides the lessons have a
better training on the German language also in their spare time.
Only for participants of the courses the fee for the room is
10,- Euro per day. 

The exam

Exams usually take place every two weeks, so that you can enter
a preparation course at any time and take an exam shortly 
afterwards. The exam is carried out by a licenced and qualified
auditor. The results and certificates are given to the participants
about 3 weeks after the exam. If you don’t live in Wirsberg at
this time anymore, the exam results will be sent to your new
home. 

Spare time

The idyllic location of the language school offers walks, hikes,
bike tours or a visit to the nearby cities of Kulmbach, Bayreuth
or Bamberg. The highway is only a few kilometres away. 

We wish you a lot of success in learning and living in Wirsberg. 
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